2006 ford explorer fuel pump relay location
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On and offroad projects. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Egr
issues. Thread starter MakinJeepsWeep! Start date January 11, Elite Explorer. I have looked
over the info already on here and I still feel its not quite what i have going on here. I have a 96
awd 5. I have a recurring code for egr flow excessive and some times insufficient but rarely. I
have yet to check the voltages off the position, i did do some test and found some odd things.
Now this has been happening for years and slowly getting worse, it did it at least twice when m
father still owned it. Now it throws the code soon as you crank the truck witch it should not
because the egr isnt in operation at idle. If you clear the code after cranking the light will not
come back on until you shit the truck off and crank it back it up no matter how far or short you
drive. The computer is still adjusting fuel mapping for the movement of the egr i found out with
a test i did, i hooked up my old position sensor and just left it hanging out back there with the
new one still on the egr so it would seal, while driving this way the truck would have a stumble
idle rough or be fine depending on open road stop go ect but did not set off the light my
assumption is that the computer was getting closed feedback so in turn when it tried to open
egr it opened it wide open because it was always seeing closed and that caused the missing
since it did not know it was actually open so it did not change fuel mapping for it. So that would
say it is functioning and the computer is changing the fuel mapping when its all hooked up. In
summary : All is working in theory. Light only comes on when starting. If you clear code and
drive it will not come back on drove miles never shutting truck off no light, just let it idle at
places. I am going crazy with this. Please help! I will do any test needed or give any info needed
to fix this! Gets rid of the ads! Explorer Forum has probably saved you that much already, and
will continue to save you money as you learn how to diagnose fix problems yourself and learn
which modifications work without having to experiment on your own. Elite Explorer members
see no advertisements, no banner ads, no double underlined links, can add their own profile
photo, upload photo attachments in all forums, and Media Gallery, create and save more private
Conversations, and more. Join Today. Your support is greatly appreciated. CDWR Hauls the
mail. Have you removed and plugged the EGR vacuum hose to test it yet? That should disable
the EGR momentarily, so no airflow then. I would have likely changed all of them by now to
narrow down the issue I have the spare parts somewhere, they would have been free for my
testing. I wouldn't have randomly replaced them all with new parts, test first before doing that.
The position sensor was still plugged in. The sensor and vacuum regulator have been replaced
the only thing not replaced is the egr as it seems to be functions i used my mouth but it holds
vacuum an as hard as i can pull it only moves a tiny bit, and while running if i move it by hand
idle slows and with more open it gets worse so i assume it seals since the truck does idle
smooth when left alone. It may be cracked open just a little and flowing enough to throw the
code. I've never cleaned one, like the IAC is done commonly, but give it a look or change it if
you can. Yes i have, twice along with entire system, TB, Iac, 90, Upper and lower, egr. Wait IAT?
If that is waht you mean. That's the hardest kind of problem, changing everything and it doesn't
change it. It is often one of the same items already checked etc, my last issue like that was a
coil pack failed a new one. I'd go back through it slowly again, you have asked and done the
right things already. Okay, sounds like a plan. I have read that the egr plate that holds the
bladder can warp with time and heat, its the only thing i havent changed just didnt know of the
truth in it since it did not come off here. A lot of these parts are very old now, very reliable, but
it's time to replace some just due to the age. I've collected quite a few NOS relays to replace
them all in my one keeper. Stuff like that is old car normal issue stuff. My Mountaineer was
running the battery down a few years ago, it turned out to be a faulty relay for the fog lights,
they were on almost always until I noticed it. Thought i should add, the truck does run great!
Throttle response is spot on runs up from idle to steady with out any major swings in lag or pick
up. I thank you for the help i hope i can go back through and spot something i missed the first
time. I know the feelings, I have so many old Fords that I can't keep up with the little things
which they all need. I keep running and try to manage the batteries of all of them, working on
something occasionally. Now in Winter it's easier to just stop and plan for later, get a nice day
etc. Here it's snowy today, with some sun tomorrow. XploderPhil New Member. Its winter here
too, I am sure not like yours but in south Texas below 60 is winter to me and it was 26 this
morning. I have three and my mother inlaws Chevy and right now they all need ball joints really.
I do not have a custom tune or anything on the truck, with the bigger injectors alone you dont

really have to get a tune as i went from the stock 19lbs four hole to 24lbs 6 hole so you get a
finer spray pattern for better burn wich helps even the gap to some small extent but to deal with
the extra fuel a adjustable fuel pressure regulator and a mass that if i remember correctly came
off a cobra witch came with the 24lbs in it. I also have extremely low ohm wires and hotter plugs
to make sure the fuel gets busted off. The phenolic spacer helps as well because it increased
the vacuum so it upped what air it can effeciantly suck in. I played a game of tip for tap to keep a
fairly even keel overall. Most of all though the eecv computers are pretty good for moddifying
they will take alot of change and adjust for it. Oh and yes the code is there every time it gets
cranked also the code was there a few times when it was bone stock, i was hoping cleaning and
fresh gaskets all over would remedy the issue while i was in there putting in a few goodies. Gary
Crist Active Member. Don't those trucks have a back pressure sensor? Not that i am aware of.
Update, while thinking and doing more looking around I think i may have figured out the
problem. I ohm'd out the old sensor sense it was clearly not the issue. I realized it Duh is
basically a resistor or a potentiometer. After that i verified that the egr itself was working
correctly. Clean, opens closes freely, I pushed on the back inside where the position sensor
goes an where the vacuum happens to check that it was indeed fully seating. While doing that i
noticed that there was a dot or pip on the center for the rod from the sensor to rest. I had read
other articles stating that you may have to shorten the rod from the sensor to get it to read
correctly do to variables involved. So I took and shortened the rod by the amount the pip stuck
up off of the plate in the egr going with the thought of most of the time a aftermarket part the egr
wouldn't have that pip and if you are buying a egr your probably getting that sensor as well and
that difference is what was causing to see it "leaking". Now its only been 35 miles and a couple
start up but the o2s seem to acting better and the truck seems to be happier. I will update when i
get more miles on the truck weather or not the light comes on or not!!! Thank you all
tremendously for the help and information. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Similar threads D. Egr
valve testing. Diddy74 March 23, Modified Explorers. Replies 5 Views 2, March 24, Diddy Morris
Capers May 18, Modified Explorers. Replies 6 Views March 5, Mitchs07explorer. EGR and fuel
economy. Mesozoic April 20, Modified Explorers. April 21, colintrax. Tapping after egr cleaning.
Replies 2 Views November 12, gmanpaint. EGR system trouble. Replies 8 Views 1, March 26,
mgmgmg. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep
you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the
sixth-generation Ford Explorer U , available from to the present. Here you will find fuse box
diagrams of Ford Explorer , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car,
and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. It is located under the
instrument panel to the left of the steering column. How to check the fuses? How to replace a
blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Passenger
compartment fuse box. Engine compartment fuse box. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We
use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to
use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Telematics control
unit module. Driver door switch pack. Memory seat switch. Wireless accessory charger module.
Seat switches. Telematics control unit modem. Hands-free liftgate actuation module. Power
liftgate module. Steering column control module. Smart datalink connector. Instrument cluster.
Ignition switch. Key inhibit solenoid lock. Terrain management switch. Selectable drive mode
switch. Transceiver module. Canister vent solenoid. Evaporative leak control module. Exhaust
gas heat recovery hybrid electric vehicle. Tank pressure control valve hybrid electric vehicle.
Refueling valve plug-in hybrid electric vehicle. Vapor blocking valve. Universal exhaust gas
oxygen Catalyst monitor sensor Canister purge valve. Cooling fan relay coil. Battery interrupt
box. Transmission oil pump. Auxiliary coolant pump. Fuel flap door hybrid electric vehicle.
Engine coolant bypass valve. Active grille shutters. Auxiliary pumps hybrid electric vehicle. Air
quality sensor. Rearview camera. Blind spot information system. Adaptive cruise control
module. Electric AC hybrid electric vehicle. High voltage positive temperature coefficient heater
hybrid electric vehicle. This system monitors operation and function of all engine management
system activity and automatic transmission operation to insure compliance with specified
emission levels. Vehicle emission levels are constantly monitored by the OBD II system and
malfunctions are recognized and recorded. A Malfunction Indicator Light MIL in the instrument
cluster alerts the driver to the fault and the need to have the system checked for fault codes.
DTCs are assigned two codes. The first code is a numerical code assigned by the factory. The
second code is referred to as a P-code and follows a structure required by law and defined by
the Society of Automotive Engineers SAE. This standard uses a letter to designate the system
and four numbers to further identify and detail the malfunction as listed below. Search This is
about a 35 page table. You may want to search for the DTC you need using your browser's

"find" feature. For location of the data link connector, see Maintenance section. Several
aftermarket scan tools and computer programs are also capable of retrieving this information in
this factory mode. The factory mode also allows the scan tool to be used for other system
diagnostic functions and information retrieval. Some DTC information can also be retrieved in a
generic mode. The generic mode is not as complete as the factory mode, but allows
commercially available scan tools to be used simply to read DTCs. Generic scan tool mode
does not have the capability to retrieve the detailed information of a manufacturer-specific scan
tool. Not all of the codes apply to the vehicles covered by this manual. Aftermarket suppliers of
diagnostic scan tools The following suppliers offer diagnostic scan tools that can be used to
retrieve scan tool codes as listed in the table above. Baum Tools Unlimited, Inc. Snap-On
Technologies, Inc. Kenosha, WI Cart Account. First digit structure is as follows: Pxxxx for
powertrain Bxxxx for body Cxxxx for chassis Uxxxx for future systems Second digit structure
is: P0xxx Government required codes P1xxx Manufacturer codes for additional emission
system function; not required but reported to the government Third digit structure is: Px1xx
measurement of air and fuel Px2xx measurement of air and fuel Px3xx ignition system Px4xx
additional emission control Px5xx speed and idle regulation Px6xx computer and output signals
Px7xx transmission Px8xx transmission Px9xx control modules, input and output signals The
fourth and fifth digits designate the individual components and systems. Actuator Circ.
Pressure or Bar. Pressure Voltage supply P Manifold Abs. Speed Inp. Air Inj. Sys Malfunction P
Sec. Incorrect Flow Detected P Sec. Relay A Contr. System Malfunction P Transm. Range
Sensor Circ. Malfunction P Transm. Fluid Temp. Sensor Circ. Low Input P Transm. Malfunction
P Engine Speed Inp. Pressure Sensor Circ. Short to Ground P Manifold Temp. Short to Ground
P Fuel Temp. Electrical Malfunction P Cyl. Short to Ground P Cyl. Open Circ. Air Contr. Valve
Circ. Flow too Low P Fuel Inj. Electrical Malfunction P Fuel Inj. Open P Fuel Inj. Short to Ground
P Fuel Inj. High Input P Cyl. Limit Attained P Cyl. Sensor,Bank1 Open Circ. Malfunction P Cyl.
Error P Internal Contr. Module altitude sensor error P Internal Contr. Module drive by wire error
P Camshaft Pos. Sensor,Bank2 Open Circ. Valve Open P Sec. Pump Relay Circ. Short to ground
P Sec. Sensor 2 Circ. Short to Ground P Catalyst Temp. Circ Short to Ground P Sec. Throttle
Pos. Module Locked P Left Eng. Pedal Pos. Sensor 1 Signal too Low P Accelera. Sensor 1
Signal too High P Accelera. Sensor 2 Signal too Low P Accelera. Open P Contr. Open P Starter
Interlock Circ. Short to Ground P Transm. Unit Relay Malfunction P Transm. Unit Self-Check P
Transm. Open P Reversing Light Circ. Error Message from Engine Contr. Rpm too High P
Pressure Contr. Solenoid 1 Electrical P Pressure Contr. Solenoid 2 Electrical P Pressure Contr.
Solenoid 3 Electrical P Pressure Contr. Solenoid 4 Electrical P Pressure Contr. Sensor A Circ.
Alfa Romeo Audi X3 X5 Z3 Z4 Minor Minor Cabrio Bosch British Cars Automotive Reference.
Anyone can learn from them. Comment on this page. Scan Tool Supplier List. This is about a 35
page table. NOTE - The following table contains a list of available scan tool codes for all
Volkswagen and Audi vehicles available at the time of publication. Bank 1 Malfunction. Bank 2
Malfunction. Manifold Abs. Pressure Voltage supply. Pressure Low Input. Pressure High Input.
Engine Coolant Temp. Sensor A Circ Malfunction. Sensor A Circ Low Input. Sensor A Circ High
Input. Insufficient Coolant Temp. O2 Sensor Circ. O2 Sensor Heater Circ. Fuel temperature
sender-G81 Short to ground. Sensor -B- Circuit Low Input. Sensor -B- Circuit High Input. Sensor
-C- Circuit Voltage supply. Sensor -C- Circuit Low Input. Sensor -C- Circuit Hight Input. Fuel
Pump Primary Circuit Fault in electrical circuit. Turbocharger Overboost Condition Control limit
exceeded. Circ No Signal. Crankshaft Pos. Camshaft Pos. Sensor A Circ Incorrect allocation.
Ignition Coil A Cyl. Circ Malfunction. Ignition Coil B Cyl. Ignition Coil C Cyl. Ignition Coil D Cyl.
Ignition Coil E Cyl. Ignition Coil F Cyl. Ignition Coil G Cyl. Ignition Coil H Cyl. Exhaust Gas
Recirc. Flow Insufficient Detected. Flow Excessive Detected. Sensor B Circ Low Input. Sensor B
Circ High Input. Incorrect Flow Detected. Switching Valve A Circ Malfunction. Incorrect Purge
Flow. Small Leak Leak Detected. EVAP Emiss. Sensor Low Input. Sensor High Input. Gross Leak
Leak Detected. Idle Control System Higher than Expected. Closed Throttle Pos. Switch
Malfunction. Serial Comm. Link Data Bus Message Missing. Internal Contr. Module Memory
Check Sum Error. Knock Control Control Module Malfunction. Low Input. High Input. No Signal.
Engine Speed Inp. Torque Converter Clutch Circ Malfunction. O2 Sensor Heating Circ.
Bank1-Sensor1 Internal Resistance too High. Bank1-Sensor2 Internal Resistant too High. Long
Term Fuel Trim Add. Long Term Fuel Trim mult. Bank2-Sensor1 Internal Rsistance too High.
Fuel,Bank1 System too Lean. Fuel,Bank1 System too Rich. Fuel,Bank2 System too Lean.
Fuel,Bank2 System too Rich. Bank2-Sensor2 Internal Resistance too High. Power Supply
Malfunction. Manifold Temp. Short to Ground. Fuel Temp. Throttle Actuation Potentiometer
Sign. Fuel Trim, Bank 1 Different injection times. Resistor Open Circuit. Resistor Short to
ground. Electrical Malfunction. Intake valves for cylinder shut-off Short circuit to ground. Intake
valves for cylinder shut-off Open circuit. Cylinder shut-off exhaust valves Short circuit to

ground. Cylinder shut-off exhaust valves Open circuit. Needle Lift Sensor Circ. Fuel
consumption signal Electrical Fault in Circuit. Fuel consumption signal Short to ground. Circ
Short to Ground. Fuel Inj. Flow too Low. Turbocharger bypass valve short to ground.
Connection turbocharger - throttle valve pressure hose. Misfire detected Reason: Fuel level too
low. Engine Torque Monitoring Adaptation at limit. Sensor,Bank1 Short to Ground. Signals Out
of Sequence. Out of Sequence. Modulation Piston Displ. Module altitude sensor error. Module
drive by wire error. Sensor,Bank2 Short to Ground. Engine speed wheel Adaptation limit
reached. Tank Ventilation Valve Circ. EGR Different. Pressure Sensor Signal too Low. Pressure
Sensor Signal too High. Valve Circ Electrical Malfunction. Valve Circ Short to Ground. Short to
ground. Catalyst Temp. Exhaust gas temperature sensor short 1 to ground. Exhaust gas
temperature control bank 1 limit attained. Exhaust gas temperature sensor 2 short to ground.
Exhaust gas temperature control bank 2 limit attained. LDP Circ Malfunction. Fuel Pump Relay
Circ. Load signal from Alternator Term. Idle Sys. Learned Value Lower Limit Attained. Learned
Value Upper Limit Attained. Idle Air Control Circ. Intake Manifold Changeover Valve circuit
electrical malfunction. Intake Manifold Changeover Valve2 circuit Short to ground. Intake
Manifold Changeover Valve circuit Open. Main Relay Circ. Intake Camshaft Contr. Intake
Manifold Changeover Valve2 circuit Open. Intake Manifold Changeover Valve2 circuit electrical
malfunction. Camshaft Control Circuit Short to ground. Throttle Actuation Potentiometer Signal
too Low. Throttle Actuation Potentiometer Signal too High. Boost Pressure Contr. Valve Short to
Ground. Barometric Pressure Sensor Circ. Idle Speed Contr. Basic Setting Conditions not met.
Charge Pressure Contr. Negative Deviation. Positive Deviation. Throttle Actuator Electrical
Malfunction. Adaptation Malfunction. Quantity Adjuster Upper Limit Attained. Quantity Adjuster
Lower Limit Attained. Low Voltage During Adaptation. Idle Speed Control Throttle Position
lower limit not attained. Cruise control switch Incorrect signal. Left Eng. Mount Solenoid Valve
Short to ground. Mount Solenoid Valve Open circuit. Mount Solenoid Valve Electrical fault in
circuit. Right Eng. Adaptation not started. Basic Setting Not Carried Out. Transmission mount
valves Short to ground. Transmission mount valves Open circuit. Engine mount solenoid valves
Short to ground. Engine mount solenoid valves Open circuit. Vehicle speed signal Error
message from instrument cluster. Steering angle signal Error message from steering angle
sensor. MIL Call-up Circ. Module Short to Ground. Electronic Control Module Incorrect Coding.
Engine coolant temperature signal short to ground. Data-Bus Powertrain missing message from
fuel injection pump. Data-Bus Powertrain missing message from steering sensor. Data-Bus
Powertrain missing message from distance control. Sensor 1 Signal too Low. Sensor 1 Signal
too High. Sensor 1 Power Supply Malfunction. Sensor 2 Signal too Low. Sensor 2 Signal too
High. Data Bus Powertrain missing message f. Data Bus Powertrain missing message from
Airbag control. Data Bus Powertrain missing message from clutch control. Data Bus Powertrain
Missing message fr
ebay escalade
trailer for vw bug
oneida amazon
. Unit Programming, Programming not Finished. Unit Programming Communication Error.
Malfunction Indication Light Malfunction. Malfunction Indication Light Short to Ground. Starter
Interlock Circ. Tiptronic Switch Down Circ. Tiptronic Switch up Circ. Tiptronic Switch
Recognition Circ. Hydraulic Pressure Sensor 2 adaptation at limit. Hydraulic Pressure Sensor 1
adaptation at limit. Reversing Light Circ. Idle Speed Intervention Circ. Transmission Range
Display Circ. Output Speed Sensor 2 Circ. Vehicle Speed Signal Circ. Rpm too High. Pressure
Contr. Data-Bus Powertrain Hardware Defective. Data-Bus Powertrain Software version Contr.
Engine Speed Input Circ. Brake Switch Circ. Data Bus Powertrain Missing message from instr.
Angle Sensor. Data Bus Powertrain Missing message from central electronics. Aftermarket
suppliers of diagnostic scan tools. The following suppliers offer diagnostic scan tools that can
be used to retrieve scan tool codes as listed in the table above. All rights reserved.

